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G The BG News
Tuesday, November 10, 1992

Weather

Bowling Green, Ohio

Search is on for sexual assault suspect
by Eileen McNamara
police reporter

Gray skies aren't gonna
clear up:
Today, cloudy. Chance of
rain in the afternoon. High
55 to 60. Winds south 10 to 20
mph. Chance of rain 40 percent. Tonight, rain. Low
near 50. Chance of rain 90
percent. Wednesday, more
rain. High 50 to 55. Chance
of rain 80 percent.

Outside Campus
Offering assistance:
When a Bowling Green
police officer's attempt to
arrest an alleged runaway
juvenile turned into a physical struggle Saturday, help
was right around the corner
--literally.
The 17-year-old Perrysburg boy was confronted by
Patrolman Mark McDonough in the 100-block of
Wolfly Avenue. The juvenile
allegedly hit the officer to
avoid being handcuffed and
the two became involved in
struggle which ended up in
the 700 block of Fairview
Avenue -- right in the driveway of off-duty Bowling
Green Patrolman Dennis
Betts.
According to the police
report, Betts heard the
commotion outside his
house and ran outside to
offer assistance. He was
able to help his co-worker
restrain the boy, who was
charged with assaulting a
police officer, resisting
arrest and disorderly conduct with persistance. Other
charges may be filed pertaining to his alleged runaway status.

Gov. promises scaledback cuts:
COLUMBUS - Any more
cuts in state spending that
may be sought to help solve
the state's latest budget deficit probably would not be as
large as earlier reductions,
Gov. George Voinovich said
Monday.
"I think we're back to the
bone in a lot of places,"
Voinovich said when asked
about plans for dealing with
a projected $300 million
shortfall.
But Voinovich said he told
Gregory Browning, director
of the Office of Budget and
Management, to look at
some unidentified areas of
government where further
cuts could be imposed.
Voinovich would not dismiss the possibility of reductions in state aid to elementary and secondary
schools.
He said the question of
protecting schools from cuts
came 'ip last week in meetings with House Speaker
Vern Riffe, D-Wheelersburg, and Senate President
Stanley Aronoff, R-Cincinnati.
"We talked about it, but I
don't think we got into a lot
of specifics," Voinovich
said.

Lottery
CLEVELAND-Here are
Monday night's Ohio Lottery
selections:
Pick 3 Numbers: 7-2-7
Pick 4 Numbers: 6-6-9-7
The Super Lotto jackpot is
$20 million.
Compiled from staff and
wire reports.
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Bowling Green police are
searching for a man who may be
responsible for as many as three
sexual assaults in the city over
the past three weeks.
The third and most recent victim, 21, reported she was sexually assaulted by an unknown male
Thursday morning while staying
at a house in the 1000 block of
East Wooster Street.
According to the police report,
the victim said she was sleeping
on a couch in the living room
when she awakened at about 6:15
am. to find a man lying on top of
her and pressing his face into
hers.
"He wasn't really kissing her,"
Det. Sgt. Brad Conner said. "It
was more like he was pressing
his lips against hers to muffle
her."
The victim, kicking and pushing, managed to free herself
enough to yell for help to other

Clinton
plans for
economic
summit
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Two victims of sexual assault in the past three weeks were able to
complete composites of their attackers. Police believe the same man
may be responsible for both Incidents - plus a third assault that occurred about three weeks ago.
people in the house. The suspect
ran out the back door saying,
"Let's get her," although the victim did not see anyone with the
man.
One of the residents of the
house had reportedly left the

door unlocked when she left that
morning.
The suspect was described as a
white male in his early to
mid-20s, about 5'10" or 5'H", 170
to 180 lbs., with sandy blond hair.
He was wearing a satin ball

jacket, blue jeans and possibly a
white T-shirt. The victim was
able to complete a composite.
Police say there may be a connection between this incident and
two cases reported in October,
one a sexual assault and the other
a rape.
"We're looking at that possibility, but at this point I don't
know," Conner said. "We're following all the leads we have gotten."
The first reported incident was
an attempted rape on Eighth
Street in which the victim awoke
to a man covering her mouth with
his hand. The victim bit the
man's hand and he ran.
The victim in this case was also
able to make a composite - one
which police feel strongly
resembled the suspect depicted
in the first incident.
"There's some strong similarities between the composites,"
Police Chief Galen Ash said.
"And this is with two different
victims and two different officers doing the composites," Con-

ner added. "We feel [the first and
third incidents] are related."
Police said even though the
second reported incident, an alleged rape on South Main Street,
contained some differences from
the other two incidents, there are
still some factors which may
connect it to the other assaults.
Although the rape victim was
not able to see her attacker
enough to do a composite, she reported he was wearing blue jeans
and a silky jacket similar to the
one mentioned by the third victim. She was also awakened by
the suspect in the early morning
hours, like the other two victims.
In all three cases, the suspect
gained entry to the residence
through a door which was either
left unlocked or was easily
broken into without leaving any
signs of damage.
However, the second victim
said the man called her by name
and was carrying a knife. She
also remembered the suspect as
See Suspect page Four.

Twist It Up

by John King
The Associated Press
LITTLE ROCK, Ark. - President-elect Clinton Monday detailed plans for a pre-Christmas
economic summit and began
work in earnest
on a White
House transition aides
said was unlikely to yield
many quick decisions.
Clinton
opened the
week by exerClinton
cising his reach
as both a sitting governor and
president-elect, speaking by
phone with three world leaders,
meeting with his state Cabinet
and lieutenant governor, then
conferring with key members of
his transition team.
Aides set out to organize a
summit of American business
and economic leaders, and to
form transition "cluster groups"
that will develop recommendations in various areas of
government policy.
As he left his statehouse office
for the Governor's Mansion,
Clinton described the summit as
a outgrowth of his campaign
promise to put economic recovery at the top of his agenda.
"I want to bring in some of the
brightest people in the country, a
broad range of backgrounds, talk
to them about the gravity of the
situation, deal with what our options are, get as many good ideas
as I can," Clinton said.
Earlier in the day, Clinton met
with his state Cabinet and his apparent successor, Lt. Gov. Jim
Guy Tucker. Tucker said he and
Clinton had agreed on a state
transition schedule but were not
ready to provide details due to "a
few uncertainties we need to
work out on the mechanics of it."
Clinton asked his Cabinet to 1dentify any major decisions he
needed to make before resigning,
and senior aides said they believed any transfer of state
power was several weeks away.
From the statehouse, it was
back to the Governor's Mansion,
where Clinton met with Vice
President-elect Al Gore and
senior aides, including transition
director Warren Christopher.
Spokesman George Stephancpoulos said Clinton planned a
conference call Tuesday with his
full transition board and that the
group would likely meet in Little
Rock next week.
See Clinton, page Five.

During an event sponsored by the Baptist Student Union, senior
Tyler Stewart (right) loses his hat while playing a game of Twister
with freshman Aaron Nunn (left) and junior Jamie Murray at Bat-

Thi BC New./r»dd Klclimlt
chelder Beach In Kreischer Quadrangle Saturday night. The game
was part of the activities planned for students from Bowling
Green State and Wright State universities.

Commuter students feel left out
bySharlL.Veleba
campus reporter
Some non-traditional and
commuter students have a bone
to pick with the University - they
want to be recognized.
Lona Somerville, a senior business major, said she thinks the
University often excludes the
older student.
"I feel we are really separated.
Because there is an age difference, we really stand out. I get
the feeling that other students
are wondering, 'Why are you
here?' " she said. "And if you
have rings on your fingers and a
Rolex watch on, they still wonder, 'Why are you here? You
could stay home.'"
Somerville, a USG senator who
commutes from Toledo, said she
is a student at the University for
definite reasons.
"I want to get a job. I want to
be in the work force. I want to be
here. I think it's good for me to
be in the classroom," she said. "I
don't think a lot of things on this
University are fair. Although
there are many commuter students, it is still geared toward the
students who live on campus."
Shari Girardeau, a senior

'1 feel we are really separated. Because there is an age
difference, we really stand out. I get the feeling that other
students are wondering, "Why are you here?' And if you
have rings on your fingers and a Rolex watch on, they still
wonder, 'Why are you here? You could stay home.'"
Lona Somerville, commuter student
interpersonal and public communication major, agreed with
Somerville.
"[The administration] focuses
on the on-campus students and
their parents ~ the source of income," she said. "They make a
lot more money from on-campus
students."
Somerville suggested the University stagger times for various
organizational meetings to accommodate the traveling student.
Diane Elchert, a sophomore
education major, said timing is a
big element that concerns commuter students. She would like to
know about various events further in advance so she could plan
better and be able to attend them.
"[Now] they might tell you a
week in advance. I need at least

each student as a number.
"[The administration] should
make itself more aware of who
we really are," she said.
King also said the term "nontraditional" bothers her.

"It gave me flashbacks of being segregated. Here I am, a student who pays the same amount.
Being classified as nonthree weeks' notice," she said.
traditional places you in a posiMaria King, a junior ethnic tion of being different," King
studies major, said she thinks said. "My belief is that learning
communication between the does not have an age limit."
University and students is a
Daniel Gill, a freshman pop
problem she recognizes as well.
culture major, disagreed with the
King said she receives infor- students. He said he thinks the
mation about campus activities University reaches out equally to
from few departments.
everyone.
"I don't think I get all the literature that all the other students
"I'm involved in two groups on
get because I am a commuter campus, and I enjoy them both,"
student," she said. "The Univer- said Gill, a commuter from Porsity doesn't know me. They dont tage.
know who I am."
He also said he appreciates the
Off-Campus Student Center in
To illustrate her assumption, Moseley Hall.
"I can sit here and play cards,
King said she becomes frustrated when she sees what litera- which is free. I buy a can of pop
ture she does receive addressed and I'm pretty much set for the
to "Dear Parent," while she is the day," he said.
person who pays the bills and her
The center is a good alternative to the University Union,
parents are no longer living.
The 40-year old King said she where food is expensive, he addthinks the University regards ed.
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Maniacal motorists
must modify menace
The student who has not, at one
point during his or her career at
the University, been nearly run down
while crossing at a crosswalk or intersection is about as rare as teeth on
geese. So why do great numbers of
these near-hit survivors wipe the sweat
of terror off their brows, give a sigh of
relief for living another day, trudge
over to where their cars are parked,
and proceed to join the ranks of dangerous drivers already infesting BG?
From the crosswalk on Thurstin
Avenue in front of the Administration
Building to the four-way stop at Manville and Clough, walking in Bowling
Green has become risky business.
Drivers, all in a hurry to go this way
and that, seem to have forgotten a couple of important pieces of business: the
pedestrian always has the right of way,
and 150 pounds of flesh are no competitive match for 1,500 pounds of Detroit
steel (or Tokyo steel, or Bonn steel).
BG Police Chief Galen Ash says he is
willing to have city engineers examine
the Thurstin Street intersection to see
if things can be done to make the intersection safer. But with the intersection
already lit and posted, with a neat little
island in the middle, the odds of more
being done are unlikely.
What can be done, however, is enforcement of the law.
There are laws concerning right of
way by pedestrians. There are laws
concerning speed limits through these
areas. What there isn't enough of and
what we actually need is adherence to

these laws to make them effective.
The BG and campus police are
already overworked. Too much area to
cover, too few resources and officers.
But how much trouble could it be to
focus on the trouble spots -- specifically
Thurstin, specifically the Manville/Clough intersection, specifically the
Enterprise/Court intersection - for
two half-hours a day?
The problem becomes a problem
largely during the morning and evening
rush hours. So shouldn't enforcement
efforts focus on the worst times?
Of course, calling on the cops to work
harder and blaming the cops for things
they can only partially affect, won't
solve a thing. What needs to happen
more often, though it may be pretty
hard to achieve, is for drivers to take
responsibility for what they do while
behind the wheel.
Face it. A car is a convenience of
speed and time. Waiting an extra five
seconds for someone on foot to finish
crossing the street is no chore. Especially when a great deal of the driving is
done by people unwilling to walk from
one part of town to another.
It might be whiny to complain about
things like pedestrians and drivers. But
it is the one thing we can all do something about. All of us, students and
permanent residents alike, have to live
together -- side by side. If we're going
to run each other down with our cars
and trucks, let's do it deliberately, not
just because we aren't paying attention
or because we're in a hurry.

Republicans, take heart...
in the 1996 campaign, the GOP's best is yet to cone
My fellow Republicans, keep
your chins up and don't let Black
Tuesday get you down. Yes, I
know when Ohio took Bill Clinton
over the top it was like a slap in
the face. But hey, the world did
not stop spinning [even though Al
Gore insists the ozone hole will
eventually get us in the end].
Wall Street did not collapse and
when we woke up on Wednesday,
the sun was still shining.
Let me go ahead and say it now:
I reluctantly give my congratulations to Bill Clinton. If nothing
else, he ran a better campaign
than did George Bush or Ross
Perot. Keep In mind that however
frightening the thought of staring an unchecked liberal Congress in the face may be to Republicans, it is hardly the time to
panic. However, ladies and
gentlemen, let's face it... we took
a big step in dog doo last Tuesday.
I could hardly believe what I
was watching last Tuesday night
as results started coming
through. Not only did we elect a
known adulterer to the White
House, but left-winged, checkbouncing specialist Barbara
Boxer and welfare fraud Carol
Moseley-Braun were both
elected to the Senate. But the
saddest part of it all was the leniency that we showed to the career-minded, PAC-financed incumbents to once again buy their
elections.
The year of change? Hardly.
Only two of the 19 Ohio congressional districts ousted incumbents. One had to bounce
hundreds of checks in the House
Bank to finally be wrestled from
her position. The other lost in a

<

Guest Column
Todd Kleismit
race that went down to the last
couple thousand votes.
What is the message? This
one's not hard to decipher. We
voted for term limits because we
can't fight the urge to keep sending our own congressmen back to
Washington. In other words, we
don't trust ourselves. As far as
Clinton is concerned, Americans
are apparently blaming George
Bush for the slow recovery. Ap-

"tt will be interesting to see
how a Democratic Congress
and a Democratic president
work together. Gee, I hope
they're as effective as our
last example in the late
70s."
parently, more taxes on business
and a policy of redistribution of
wealth is what we want. Oh yeah,
federally funded abortions and
socialized medical care are a
couple of other bonuses.
C'mon, America. Who are we
fooling? We didn't elect the governor of Arkansas based on issues. We voted for him because
he's younger, articulate and because he just sounds good Well,
that's fine. I can deal with that
fact. The question now is can he

deliver all the goodies he's promised to everyone?
It will be interesting to see how
a Democratic Congress and a
Democratic president work
together. Gee, I hope they're as
effective as our last example in
the late 70s (Oh, I keep forgetting. Jimmy Carter and Bill Clinton are two totally different people. I hope so!).
I was reading today in the
newspaper about how panicked
the GOP was. They didn't know
where to look. They were in disarray as to who would take the
lead in the post-Reagan/Bush
era What a bunch of pooh-pooh.
Now, my friends, is the time
for a conservative renewal. I
know there are a lot of conservative people out there, and despite
what the media tells you, we are
white, black, Hispanic, Asian and
from all walks of life.
I for one cannot wait until 1994.
Traditionally, the party in the
White House loses seats in midterm elections. Most of us know
where the real problem lies - in
the Congress. The trend has occurred every mid-term election
since well before most of us were
born. It'll happen again in "94. As
far as '96 goes, there are a host of
very strong potential GOP candidates: South Carolina Gov. Carroll Campbell, Texas Sen. Phil
Gramm, Vice President Dan
Quayle, Bill Bennett, James
Baker, etc., etc., etc. But the race
for '96 is Jack Kemp's to lose.
It's almost fairly safe to say
that unless Kemp does something
like leave someone for dead off
of Martha's Vineyard, he will be
the next president. I can hardly
wait.
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Police should protect and
serve, not perpetuate fear
Public safety is a noble concept. In this day and age, it is a
necessity. However, sometimes,
the idea of public safety is
transmuted into one of public
nuisance.
Take, for instance, the recent
beating death of Malice Green at
the hands of two or more Detroit
police officers.
You would think the whole
Rodney King hoopla would have
caused some kind of major rethink with the nation's police
forces. Apparently not.
Green was not only beaten, but
beaten to death. In plain view of
several witnesses. If Detroit
doesn't burn like Los Angeles did
this past summer, it will be nothing less of miraculous.
Maybe Detroit law enforcement officials had something
genocidal in mind.
"Hey, let's get 'em to kill themselves off. Then we don't have to
worry."
Of course, that's a shot in the
dark. Just thought I'd say not
every cop in the world has a culturally diverse train of thought.
One need only look at security
problems the University has had
in recent years with black greek
organizations.
Now, I'm not attacking the
police departments of Detroit or
Bowling Green. I have met quite
a few Bowling Green police officers who I would never come
close to making such accusations
against. Then again, I have had
experiences with some city
police officers who were not
quite right.
For instance, take a light, night
noise complaint (what can I say,
I'm a loud guy). Cops come. Cops
knock on door loud enough to
wake the other neighbors. I open
door. Cops walk right in, demand
ID. School ID is not good enough.
Passport is not good enough (and
I always thought federal law was

Scott DeKatch

stronger than state law). Must
have Ohio driver's license. Takes
three hours to find license
underneath mess of other things
not used for months.

took place. And they're wasting
their time on noise complaints.
Now, I'm not knocking the
rights of my poor neighbors and
their acute hearing abilities, but
they could have said something
before calling the police. The
police could have treated it like a
noise complaint and not a drug
bust or assassination attempt.
And I'm not busting on an entire police department. I just
think it's not too much to expect a
police officer not to just barge
into a residence when the door
opens.

Getting back to Detroit, I fail to
see how events like the murder
of Malice Green can happen.
How can a trained, professional
servant of the people react in a
homicidal manner? How can
"And I would have been
several react this way?
So suspend the culprits without
perfectly fine if they would
pay in hopes of supressing a riot.
have just waited for me to
I grew up in a city that last
invite them hi, if they would year had a higher number of
murders than Cleveland, Columhave treated me ike an
bus, Cincinnati, Dayton, Akron
American citizen instead of a and Toledo combined. Not bad
dissident in Stalin's Russia." for Ohio's seventh largest city,
eh? In a city of around 100,000
there was a total of six on-duty
police officers at any given time.
Cops leave. Cops return five It seemed the only means of pubminutes later. They bring pseu- lic safety was a billboard the
do-intimidating knock with them. police department put up reading
Cops will arrest me if there are "Be careful, we are too few to
any more complaints. Cops leave. protect you."
And I would have been perfecI know the importance of
tly fine if they would have just
waited for me to invite them in, if having a strong police force. I
they would have treated me like also know the importance of
an American citizen instead of a having a civilian population that
dissident in Stalin's Russia
trusts its police force, not a popuCome on. They have infra-red lace scared to death because that
goggles. Can't they find pot- officer on the corner just might
parties and orgies to bust? Or be a killer.
better yet...
Ice T was right.
I live on the block of Manville
Scott DeKatch is a junior creaAvenue between Eighth Street
and Napoleon Road, where that tive writing major from Youngssame week, an attempted rape town.

David Miller

Dave
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Differences not tolerated Cultural diversity courses
Minorities' cultural values, beliefs should be accepted
lack... cultural diversity
Currently I live In a city where
I am an alien ... an outsider.
Though we all speak the same
language, I am viewed critically
because I don't look like everyone else, I don't speak or sound
like everyone else, nor do I eat
the same foods like everyone
else.
I don't live in England or Mexico, I live in Bowling Green, and I
am a minority student. This article gives me the opportunity to
grant majority students a tiny
view of what it is like for me here
at BGSU.
College can prove difficult at
times, especially around midterms and finals, but add to this
pressure the daily insults uttered
unthinkingly or even consciously. The simple day-to-day
actions, which are done never
meaning to offend, yet do.
As a minority student, I am
constantly questioned on my behavior or cultural values and beliefs. This is a good thing. But it's
the unconscious tones - anger,
impatience, condescension —
underlying these questions that
frustrate me.
Here is a common example of
what I mean. A group of minority
students usually sit together in
the dining center. There is much
laughter and playful arguing.
This table attracts attention.
First of all, there are more than
two minorities together. Secondly, this table may be louder than
others. The most frequently
asked questions to this situation
is: "Why do minority students
always sit together?" and "Why
do they have to be so loud?"
In my opinion, these people
may truly want an answer, but I

Guest Column
Mendoza
think these people are really saying, "Why can't you sit with white
people and be like everyone
else?" and "It's wrong to be loud.
We are supposed to be quiet."
My personal response to the
first question is that I enjoy

"College can prove difficult
at times, especially around
midterms and finals, but add
to this pressure the daily
insults uttered unthinkingly
or even consciously."

taught that being loud means
anger or displeasure. Also, they
were taught that loudness was
rude and obnoxious, and not a
"nice" thing to do. These same
friends become very uncomfortable and nervous or anxious when voices are raised.

Now ask those two question
again. Think. What are you really
saying or asking? Are you judging others by what you have been
taught in your family? Is the volume of voice making you uncomfortable? Who do you sit
with? Are they all one color? Why
do you sit with these people?
I am not attacking you.
However, I do want you to think
and look at how you treat minorities.
Please don't soothe your conscience with the statement, "I
don't see color, I treat everybody
the same." In my opinion, this is
a cop-out to avoid uncomfortable
feelings and thoughts.
It's okay to be uncomfortable
and anxious when thinking or
discussing diversity. It is not a
safe or very "nice" topic. It can
be intellectualized, but acknowledge the fact that diversity is a
very emotional concept.

spending time with minority students because I share similar life
experiences, family customs, values, beliefs and even language. I
can trust these people not to insult me or hurt me. More importantly, I am not treated like an
outsider or an alien.
As for the question of loudness,
Take the most important first
my personal observation is that step: Become aware and examine
we are all taught different family your own feelings and values
customs and values. It's okay in toward minorities. Then you may
my family to laugh, joke, tease or be able to accept and understand
argue loudly. In other words, I me, a minority student on a prewas taught the volume of voice dominantly white campus.
has no meaning.
But volume of voice does have
B.A. Rory Mendoza is a memmeaning for others. Many of my ber of the PEOPLE. Commitfriends who are white were tee at the University.

I recently attended a panel discussion about issues facing today's feminism movement and
concentrating upon the question
of how well today's feminism
serves all women.
Historically, the women's
movement was instigated by
white upper-middle class women
to serve their needs. They were
mainly fighting against sexism.
How did women of color fit into
this scheme when they were concerned with racism as well as
sexism? How did women of a
lower socio-economic class or
lesbian women fit into this
scheme? Because these kinds of
women were not founders of the
movement, they have never held
as great a voice in it as white
women have.
Even today, women of color
and other women from different
groups may be hesitant to become involved with the women's
movement, because they may
feel that it does not serve their
needs. When they do get involved, it is often as a member of
a separate faction of the women's
movement specifically composed
of women of the same race, socioeconomic class or sexual orientation. This leads to lack of unity
within the women's movement,
and without unity, how can equality be achieved? How can unity
be achieved, though, if it is not
realized that there is more than
one side to an issue?
Just as not all of humankind
suffers from the same kinds of
oppression (men have more
power than women, for example),
not all women suffer from the
same kinds of oppression either
(white women have more power
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than women of color, for example).
Unfortunately, many white
women concentrate solely on
their oppression due to sexism
and neglect to realize their privilege due to being white.
Remedying these kinds of situations requires more knowledge
about people of diverse backgrounds. Ideally, we should begin
learning about the history of and
situations faced by diverse peoples much earlier than the high
school level. However, some are
not even exposed to such diversity until the college level.
The cultural diversity requirement was recently adopted
at the University. At least one
course must be taken in this area
to fulfill the general education
core curriculum requirements
needed to graduate. According to
our undergraduate catalog, this
cultural diversity course is intended to "develop awareness of
the multicultural nature of
American society." This is a good
step, but perhaps not good
enough.
At one point during the panel
discussion I mentioned earlier, a

student voiced her frustration
about the ethnicity course she
was taking because all of the students were white, the teacher
was white, and the course basically consisted of reading and
writing reactions.
I experienced a similar situation in my cultural diversity
course. I took Cultural Diversity
in the United States (ACS 250)
and also had a white teacher and
all white students in my class. I
gained some new information
and insights, but I didn't experience any interaction with people
from the groups we were discussing. I guess the cultural
diversity requirement seems
somewhat ironic when there may
not even be cultural diversity
among the students taking the
courses.
This situation can surely be
remedied. I am presently taking
a course called Ethnic Women in
America (ETHN 302). My
professor is an Asian woman.
Her experiences growing up in
India and now being a U.S. woman of an ethnic minority lend a
fresh perspective to the class.
Also, the class has a pretty good
mix of diverse students ~ women
and men of several different ethnicities.
Why can't all ethnicity courses
have such a mix of diverse students? If not, then at least
speakers of different ethnicities
should be brought into the classes.
The University's cultural
diversity requirement is a step in
the right direction, but in order
to achieve any measure of success, it must be implemented better.

Program will view
multicultural roles
The BG News:
It has been 25 years since the
last laws against miscegenation
(race mixing) were repealed in
the United States.
There are millions of persons
who are "racially mixed" in this
country, while the Census Bureau continues its outdated policy of insisting that individuals
must claim a single heritage only
to be counted.
Hence no accurate figures are
known for this group of racially
mixed citizens.
To the extent that multiracial
and multicultural individuals are
going to play an increasingly
major role in the determination
of this country's future in the
areas of thought, culture and being, the BGSU Committee for
Racially Mixed announces its inaugural program scheduled for
Nov. 12 at 7:30 p.m. in room 105
of the Business Administration
Building.
The program is titled "The Racially Mixed: The Next Generation Reclaims Their Heritage."
Because of society's narrow-

minded and stereotyped viewing
of racially mixed people, the latter are - at the present time forced to "choose" between
their mother's or father's heritage.
More importantly, in order to
reclaim their own heritage, the
racially mixed need to set their
particular agenda and programmatic goals. Questions such as,
"What am I? Which one am I?
With which group do I identify?
How do I see myself?" must be
seriously addressed and discussed.
We invite all serious-minded
individuals and especially the racially mixed to attend our program, which is co-sponsored by
the Caribbean Association, Progressive Student Organization and
the Multicultural Affairs Committee of USG.
ErrolLam
Adviser
Committee for the Racially
Mixed

INTER - ETHNIC RELATIONS
The Department
of Ethnic Studies
Conference
November 11-12, 1992

Dr. Laudelina Martinez
Hispanic Association of Colleges
and Universities

What's so bad about BP?
Take your pick...

Wednesday, November 11
7:30 pm in the Lenhart Ballroom, Student Union
Inter-Ethnic Relations: A Reality for Survival"
Keynote Address by Dr. Laudelina Martinez

Or. Delia Aguilar
Bowling Green
State University

Thursday, November 12 — Panels
9:30 am in the Community Suite, Student Union
"Issues in Inter-Ethnic Relations"
1:30 pm in the Community Suite, Student Union
"Student Issues in Inter-Ethnic Relations"

For more information, call The Department
of Ethnic Studies at 372-2796.

November 10,1992
3:00pm in the Union Oval

No admission fees

3:00 pm in the Community Suite, Student Union
"Tasks and Responsibilities"

BP Boycott National Day of Action

Dr. E. San Jean
University of
Connecticut

Dr. Miguel Carraiua
University ol Nebraska

1) British Petroleum (BP) if the largest polluter in Ohio, the 4th
largest polluter in the U.S.. and the 3rd largest toxic waste
polluter on Earth.
2) BP is leading the charge to open op the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge (ANWR)
to oil drilling.
3) BP produces S times more toxica per $1000 sales Uian the oil industry's average.
4) BP is the 2nd lsrgest oil company fueling the Apartheid government in South Africa.
5) BP is the majority owner of Atyeska. the consortium of oil companies responsible
for the botched cleanup of the Exxon Valdez oil spill.
6) ..-and many more reasons that will be presented at the rally.

Ilyjoie
cqjffof
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Also Featuring: Dr. Duane Champagne
Native American Studies, UCLA

1-800-332-AIDS
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County library
aims to provide
more than books
by Melinda C. Monhart
city life reporter
Libraries are offering more
than a mere selection of books to
patrons who walk through the
doors these days. The Wood
County Public Library, 251 N.
Main, is expanding the services it
offers to the members of the
community.
Carl Ralston, head of the reference department at the library,
said the library is a lot more than
just offer a place to read.
"Our mission is to provide information and entertainment
reading," he said. "We provide
useful information people might
need for their everyday lives, a
place to read and study."
Another service offered by the
library is delivery to homebound
residents, people who are unable
to leave their homes easily. Ralston said books are delivered to
the patrons' homes once a month.
Kathy East, assistant director
and head of children's services,
said as a part of its major role,
the library promotes itself to the
local schools by sending a letter
to them every fall.
"We pick programs that we can
use several times during the
season," she said. "We work with
the schools In teaching library
skills."
The library also offers teachers a "closed reserve," keeping
books about certain topics aside
on a shelf at a teacher's request.
East said.

ffibfrfiy-

"Our mission is to provide
information and
entertainment reading. We
provide useful information
people might need for their
everyday Ives, a place to
read and study."

-

Carl Ralston, library
reference department

...

head

Hfll

"We don't allow those books to
be checked out," she said. "It
gives students an opportunity to
come and sit down to take notes."
The library also holds several
programs for children.
The program for preschool-age
children includes books chosen
around a theme with songs and
fingerplay on Tuesdays and
Wednesdays, morning and afternoon.
"Toddler Time" is offered for
2-year-olds, where a parent or
caregiver accompanies the participating child.
The person is then trained to
help teach the child using exercises appropriate for the child's
age, such as naming animals or
things in our world, East said.
"We have a large general play
area. Families are able to come
and explore," East said. "They
can sit and read. The children's
short attention spans can be
'ended to."
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The library Is no longer Just a place to study and read, especially with
the expanding services offered at the Wood County Public Library,
2S1 N. Main St Some of the services the library offers are "Toddler
Another program the library
participates in is The Buckeye
Children's Book Award, which
involves a ballot with a list of
books on it. The children read the
books on the list and then vote on
their favorites.
Also, in an effort to be accessi-

ble to everyone. East said the library provides a special story
time for Woodlane School.
Ralston said the Wood County
Public Library has about 100,000
books, 250 different magazines
and 800 to 900 video cassettes.
"I would say that entertain-

blotter

O David T. Kinsey, 21, 246
Conklin, was cited for crossing
railroad tracks as a pedestrian
while the barrier was in operaBuild your own Tacos & Nachos tion Wednesday on East Wooster
Street, police said.
"i Jon A. Baumhauer, 20, 10
Rodgers, was cited for underage
consumption Saturday at the
Good Tymes Pub, 153 E. Wooster
St., police reported.
H Kenneth J. Toney, 23, 444 S.
Enterprise St. Apt. B, and Kevin
Harshman Dining Complex
R Toney, 29, Akron, were both
Monday - Friday
4:30 - 6:30 p.m.

South of the Border
TacoBar $5.99

arrested for assault and disorderly conduct Saturday. According to police, the two men
were allegedly involved in a fight
with another person on South Enterprise Street Saturday.

would explode in 25 minutes inside Gamer's, 893 S. Main St., behind the speakers. The call was
made from a pay phone in front
of Dairy Mart on Napoleon Road
Police said they alerted the management of Gamer's and no bomb
O Donald W. Ross, 21, Carey, was found.
was cited for disorderly conduct
O Shad M Evans, 20, Wayne,
for urinating in public Sunday on
was cited for disorderly conduct
North Main Street, police said.
O Police received an anony- and underage consumption Sunmous 911 call from someone who day on North Main Street, police
said he had placed a bomb that reported.
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Wednesday-n-Thursday College I.D. Nights
No cover With valid college I.D.
18 and over welcome
Doors bust open at 8:00
Party till 2:30

Salesperson of the Week
Lynn Scheloske
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DOWNTOWN/TOLEDO
209 N. SUPERIOR STREET
SUPERIOR at JEFFERSON
243-5911

FRIENDS DON'! LEI FRIENDS DRIVE

Time" for 2-year-olds, "closed reserve" for teachers and delivery to
homebound residents.
ment reading is the biggest used
by University students to forget
about textbooks or class work,"
he said. "We have some of the
same magazines so that if a person can't find a particular issue
at the Jerome Library, they can
check here."
The library also features
speakers from time to time, even
though it's not an ongoing thing,
according to Ralston.
"Occasionally we have

speakers that might be of interest to University students," he
said. "A lot of University students do come here, but I would
say that the majority are members of the community at large."
East said the library is open to
anyone in need of its services.
"We are open to suggestions
and other cooperative efforts,"
she said. "We try to be accessible
to who ever can use our services."

SC*H"Cn
Continued from page One.

being of a stockier build than the
alleged assailant from the other
two reports.
"She didn't get a look at the
guy," Conner said. "I believe I
showed her the composite to see
if it rang a bell, but she couldn't
recognize him."
Conner said all of the police di-

vision's detectives are working
on the case, following numerous
leads. He said they are considering the possibility that all three
cases may be related, but said it
is too early to tell.
"We've gotten a lot of phone
calls and a lot of names," he said.
"We're putting in some extra
hours."
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University Bookstore
will be closed
WEDNESDAY NOVEMBER 11
in observance of
■*r\ r\ 0_2^5"

VETERAN'S DAY

4j FALCON VOLLEYBALL PLAYS AT HOME FRIDAY & SATURDAY ATF7PM!
7 PM! |
When
you give
blood
you give
another
birthday,
another
anniversary,
another
laugh,
another
hug,
another
chance.

MISTER SPOT'S
125 EAST COURT* DOWNTOWN
FREE DEUVERY/OPEN lATE 7 DAYS

?352-SPOT
ONLY 352& NOW
Event Day 4Q2S

:©

VALID ONLY

SPOT'S
WITH COUPON

:©

SIX FREE WINGS
WITH ORDER OF 24

©!

PHILLY STEAK SANDWICHES • BUFFALO WINGS
WORLDS GREATEST HOAGIES • BEER IN/TO GO

See it live on pay-per-view.
2 Undefeated Heavywelshts - Friday, November 13th
A Boxing Fans Dream

Wood Cable

at 352-8424
and get the best price
for this Non-Slop Action!
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Faculty must wait and see about hearing
by Michael Zawacki
faculty reporter

Tkc BG Newi/TIm Norman

During the Fashion Merchandising Association's fall fashion
show, FMA member Lisa Framelll shows off a dress from a local
store. About ISO people watched the "Salute to the American
Style" fashion show in West Hall Sunday afternoon.

University faculty members
present at Thursday's open hearing on the Governor's Task Force
Report on Managing For The Future are wondering if they got
their point across to the hearing's
moderators, the Ohio Board of
Regents.
Representatives from the University and other Northwest Ohio
universities expressed concern
regarding the task force's proposed centering of comprehensive research at The Ohio State
University and the University of
Cincinnati.
The faculty believes incorporating this new system in the state
would result in a two-tiered
system of higher education, a potentially dangerous proposition
for the University and other
Northwest Ohio universities and
colleges.
Ron Stoner, a professor of
physics who spoke at the hearing,
said he wonders if the OBR
forum will do any good.
"I'm sure they got the message," he said. "I'm not confident
whether they'll do anything
about it."
Stoner gave praise to all of the
University's representatives —
including those who represented the administrative and
classified staffs - who addressed

"I'm sure they got the
message. I'm not confident
whether they'll do anything
about it"

Ron Stoner, physics
professor
the OBR.
He added he believes the OBR
should have conducted the hearing before the recommended solutions came out. That way,
everyone could have figured out
what the problems were before
actually having to solve them.
Faculty Senate Chairman Allen
White said he hopes the hearings
were not an effort in futility.
"I hope it was more than a perfunctory hearing and the OBR
wasn't just going through the motions," White said.
White said he was delighted
with the turnout of representatives from the University. He
said he believed the University with the possible exception of the
forum's host, the University of
Toledo - had the highest number
of people in attendance.
"Hats off to faculty who participated for their show of support,"
White said.
White said the University will
have to see what kind of recommendations the OBR suggests

osu
when it presents its report on the
various hearings to Gov. George
Voinovich. If the recommendations are not favorable to
the future of the University,
White said the next step would be
to appeal to the general assembly.
"I think now we've done about
all we can do," White said.
Jaak Panksepp, a distinguished
research professor of psychology, said he attended the open
hearings last Thursday and
videotaped them. He said he will
be sending a copy of the tape to
the OBR so they can get the full
impact of the administrators,
faculty and students who gave
testimonies.
"A lot of people think it's a

done deal," Panksepp said. "A lot
of people say [the hearings] were
just a formality."
Panksepp said he believes the
centralization suggestions will
not promote academic quality,
but will promote an increased
amount of bureaucratic paperwork.
"The more energy taken away
to do bureaucratic paperwork,
the weaker the system will become," Panksepp said.
He said more incentives are
needed in the system to make institutions of higher quality,
rather than make institutions
that are all the same.
"Homogenized institutions will
not increase quality," Panksepp
said.

Graduate students air their views on centralization forum
byJeni Bond
student government reporter

Graduate Student Senate discussed
Thursday's centralization forum at its
Friday meeting, giving several graduate students the opportunity to voice
their opposition to the centralization of
higher education.
GSS President Tony Fluellen said the
members of the task force were polite,
but he doesn't think the forum will
bring about change in the report.
"My personal take on it is that they
already had their minds made up,"
Fluellen said. "They are going to go
back and do what they want."

The only way anything will be
changed is if students get involved,
Fluellen said.
"We need to get students in an uproar
because I don't think speaking at the
forum was enough," Fluellen said. "It's
our job to get information out to students and make them understand the issue."
Students must react quickly because
Gov. Voinovich wants a decision on the
issue in December, Fluellen said.
"In my opinion and the opinion ot
several faculty, the report will probably
be passed if students do not get involved," Fluellen said.

Jack Zibluk, GSS representative-atlarge, said he was pleased with the students' presentation at the forum, but is
very concerned about the centralizing
of higher education.
"It seemed to me like the Board of
Regents was just going through the motions and didn't really listen," Zibluk
said. "It was like they were there only
because they had to be."
Zibluk said the forum would have
been better if there had been greater
student turnout.
"People don't realize the gravity of
the situation," Zibluk said. "Centralization will create a two-tier system with
BG on the second tier."

Clinton
Continued from page One.

staff, but the adviser said Clinton who said Clinton was avoiding
had not voiced a preference.
any detailed discussions until he
takes office.
Stephanopoulos said Clinton
Aides are scurrying to bring
spoke by telephone Monday with
German Chancellor Helmut together an array of economic
That suggested no major de- Kohl, Israeli Prime Minister and business leaders, with a tarcisions were imminent, a view Yitzhak Rabin and South African get date of early December.
echoed by a senior Clinton aide President F.W. de Klerk.
Stephanopoulos said it was a
close to the transition process.
Clinton returned congratula- "good goal, but not set in stone"
"We're just getting started, remember," this adviser said, re- tory calls from all three, said he that Clinton would announce the
calling that several past presi- looked forward to meeting each major players on his economic
dents-elect held off major an- of them at the earliest possible team by then.
date and stressed his desire for
nouncements until December.
Stephanopoulos acknowledged
continuity if not improved reAs Clinton searches for a White lations, Stephanopoulos said. there are considerable differHouse chief of staff, this adviser Clinton plans calls to several ences of opinion among Clinton's
suggested the Democrat would more world leaders in the coming economic advisers.
define the role as "strong, coor- days.
"If there is no consensus, the
dinating but not all-powerful."
"All he wants to do is establish president obviously has to decide
Christopher has been mentioned
as a possible choice for chief of contact," said Stephanopoulos, which way to go," he said.
This week's goal, he said, was
"working on his timetable for the
whole transition period. Who exactly will be in place at what particular time we don't know yet."

In other business, Steve Green, a representative from Mecca Management
Reality Co. spoke to the assembly on the
issue of graduate housing. The company wants to build a graduate housing
complex across from the University on
East Wooster Street where currently
there are single family units, Green
said.
In order for the company to build a
graduate housing complex, it must get
the area rezoned from single-family to a
multiple-family area. Green asked GSS
for their support on the issue.

but they don't realize it wouldn't be
such a party area if graduate students
were living there."
Also, Peter Ogbuji, a survivor of the
Biaf rian refugee crisis, spoke to the assembly about starvation in Somalia resulting from civil war. He asked GSS to
participate in his petition drive, which
requests the United Nations to send a
peacekeeping force to Somalia.
The United Nations passed a revolution in July to send a force to Somalia,
but has never acted upon it, according
to Ogbuji.

"The people in the area don't want to
see change," Green said. "They don't
want more parking and more people,

"Two million people are at the risk of
starving to death within six months in
Somalia," Ogbuji said.
STUDENT I.D.
Price $3.00 after 6 pm
Starts Showing
November 6

The flower of HOPE...
daffodils
Back by Popular Demand
Towers Buffet Specials *
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Tuesdays - Homecooking o>
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Thursdays - Pasta Bar
$4.99
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The Towers Inn
McDonald Dining Center
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CINEMARK'S
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Back by Popular Demand
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354-0558

/? HOME FALCON FOOTBALL SATURDAY 1:00 PM... BRING MOM & DAD!
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
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MAC ATTACK
FALCON VOLLEYBALL
Plays at Home this Weekend!

FRI - MIAMI - 7PM

OHIO - 7PM
Come help the Falcons
stay in first in the Mac!
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352-0077
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Falcons NCAA-bound!! BG's Erik White named
offensive player of week

by Randy Setter
sports writer

Admist a chorus of cheers, the
nationally seventh-ranked soccer
team was announced Monday
afternoon by the National Collegiate Athletic Association as a
participant in the 1992 NCAA
Soccer Tournament, being pared
against St. Louis in the first
round.
BG became one of the 28
teams, out of more than 200
teams nationally, to reach the
Tournament for only the third
time in school history. The last
time the team reached the postseason playoffs was in back-to
back seasons in 1972 and 1973
under the tutelage of coach
Mickey Cochrane and with current coach Gary Palmisano as the
goaltender.
The 15-1-1 Falcons and the
17-3-1 Billikens are not strangers. The last two times the

schools met, advancement in the received first round byes in their
Tournament was at stake. Both regions.
First round matchups
the 1972 and 1973 BG squads saw
Adelphl at Perm State
their postseason play cut short as
University of Hartford at Sethe Billikens defeated the Falcons 2-0 in a second round match tonHall
St. Johns at Dartmouth
after the Falcons received a first
Air Force at Southern Methoround bye and when the Falcons
fell 6-0 in the 1973 first round dist University
Bowling Green at St. Louis
matchup.
James Madison at Duke
"It's interesting how history
West Virginia at William and
repeats itself,"Palmisano said.
"Hopefully we can change histo- Mary
Davidson at North Carolina
ry a little bit and come away with
Charlotte
a victory down there."
Coastal Carolina at Southern
The Falcons will be without the
services of midfielder Tom Kin- Carolina
Stanford at University of Sand
ney due to drawing a red card
during the 3-0 victory against Diego
Indiana at Evansville
Michigan State. However, BG is
Washington at Portland
looking for the other midfielders
The second round is completed
on the team to fill the void.
Another challenge the Falcons by November 22 and the third
will have to face is St. Louis' as- round is completed by November
tro turf field. Virginia [17-2-1], 29. Both rounds are contested at
Creighton [14-2-1], NC State the campus sites.
[12-2-4], and UCLA [13-2-3]

The Associated Press

TOLEDO, Ohio (AP) Bowling
Green quarterback Erik White
was named the offensive player
of the week and Toledo's John

Division I-A Programs With Best
Record Last Two Years
1. Miami-(20-0, 1.000)
2. Washington - (20-1, .952)
Alabama- (20-1, .952)
4. Texas A&M - (20-2, .909)
5. Michigan (18-2-1,.881)
6. Bowling Green - (19-3, .864)
Honda State - (19-3, .864)
8. Syracuse - (18-3,.857)
9. Nebraska (16-3-1,.825)
note: includes last year's bowl game results

Cooper: 'We're not there yet
The Associated Press

COLUMBUS - Despite a new four-year
contract, a four-game winning streak and a
No.19 ranking, Ohio State coach John Cooper
said Monday he is still looking over his
shoulder.
Cooper said the heat never goes away. The
Buckeyes are 7-2, tied for second place in
the Big Ten Conference and all but assured
of a spot in the Florida Citrus Bowl. Yet the
fifth-year Ohio State coach said he and his
team are still "fighting for our life."

"We're not there yet," he said. "We could
be 7-4."
The Buckeyes conclude the regular season
with a game at Indiana (5-4) Saturday before
finishing up at home against No.3 Michigan.
A rumor was reported by two Columbus
radio stations Friday that Cooper was calling
a news conference later that morning to resign to take over as head coach at Arkansas
at the end of the season. The reports also
said Kansas coach Glen Mason, a former
Ohio State player and assistant coach under
Earle Bruce, would succeed Cooper.
Cooper criticized those reports after Saturday's 17-0 victory over Minnesota. Speak-

Formentin and Miami of Ohio's
Curt McMillan share the defensive honors in the Mid-American
Conference.
White, a senior from Massillon,
ran for a 29-yard touchdown and
threw three touchdown passes as

/

ing with a group of newspaper reporters
Monday, he said media should meet standards of ethics.
"This is why I'm so upset with what's happened," he said. "I have not talked to one
person ... about any position."
Cooper is the president of the American
Football Coaches Association.
"I was thinking about it coming over here
and in my position with the coaches' association, we have an ethics committee," he said.
"If somebody gets out of line and does something, they're called before the ethics committee.

Bowling Green locked up its second straight MAC title with a
28-22 victory over Kent. He completed 24 of 45 passes for 312
yards.
Formentin, a junior linebacker
from Riverview, Mich., had eight
tackles, blocked a field-goal attempt and had an interception
with a 19-yard return in Toledo's
10-9 victory over Ball State. His
interception return to the 9-yard
line in the fourth quarter set up
the Rockets' only touchdown.
McMillan, a senior from Upper
Sandusky, returned to action following knee surgery 12 days earlier and posted 15 tackles in
Miami's 20-7 victory over
Western Michigan. He also had a
sack for minus-5 yards, an interception with a 15-yard return and
broke up a pass.

The BG News' Athlete of the Week
The football team's breathtaking, MAC-champion victory over
Kent State Saturday featured great performances be BG stars.
Erik White, Mark Szlachcic, and Kevin O'Brien had outstanding
i games, but the most impressive performance
came at the hands of cornerback Carlos
Brooks.
Carlos had 10 tackles, broke up three passes,
and had three huge interceptions against Kent.
For his performance, Carlos has snatched the
BG News' Athlete of the Week.
Brooks' three pick-offs equalled the onegame mark set by five other players, most recently by Martin Bayless in 1983. His three
interceptions also pushed his season total to 12
Brooks
putting him in a tie for fourth on BG's career
interception list.

/$ HOME FALCON HOCKEY FRIDAY VS. KENT - FACEOFF 7 PM! #

Time Is Running
Out!
There are only 9 days left for this session of
pre-scheduled senior portraits. If you
missed your pre-scheduled appointment,
you can still be photographed by simply
showing up at The KEY office, 28 West Hall
before Nov. 20, we'll accept you as a
walk-in. Don't be left out of the yearbook,
or left out in the cold without any senior
portraits from which to choose prints for
family or friends.

Office hours 10 a.m.-6 p.m.;
Call 372-8086 iff you have any questions!

closed 1 -2 for lunch.
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Volleyball team
Torretta, Miami and repeat God
leads conference
by Steve Seasly
assistant sports editor
The volleyball team split conference matches this weekend as
BG disposed of Western Michigan in four games, 15-6, 15-7,
9-15,15-13 on Friday night before
being nipped by Ball State 16-14,
4-15, 10-15, 15-13, 13-15 on Saturday.
The Falcons still remain in
first place in the conference tied
with Miami at 13-1 in the MidAmerican Conference. BG boasts
an overall 20-6 record.
Friday, senior Holli Costein hit
a match-high 23 kills and a .538
hitting percentage to pace the
Falcons to its 28th consecutive
MAC victory. BG jumped out to a
7-1 lead in game one of the match
and never surrendered control of
the match.
"We came out on fire," coach
Denise Van De Walle said. "We
served well and passed on a
dime. Costein had a tremendous
night. She hit her 1000th career
kill in the match. The win was
also a big one because we never
had won at Western Michigan before in the school's history. We
were extremely focused against
them."
Senior Mitzi Sanders contributed 13 kills on a .450 attack percentage and a staggering five
service aces to aid the Falcon
cause. Senior Carey Amos notched a match-high 50 assists.
Costein was sound defensively as
well, as she totaled 15 digs while
senior Nicky Mudrak possessed a
team-high four blocks.
BG switched jerseys Saturday
night and competed like Western
did the night before. The Ball
State Cardinals stole the show as
they bolted out to a 7-1 margin

during the initial stages of game
one. BG battled back and won the
game 16-14.
After relinquishing the next
two games, the Falcons fought to
capture game four. Game five,
featuring rally scoring, went
back and forth as both teams held
the lead numerous times. The
Cardinals jumped ahead 11-8, but
BG battled back to a 14-13 defecit
before Sharon Knecht of Ball
State blistered a kill past the outstretched arms of the BG defense to seal the victory.
"Sharon Knecht was the
biggest difference in the match,"
Van De Walle said. "We couldn't
stop her at the net. She had 29
kills and a .383 hitting percentage. Our blocking at the net was
so inefficient at times that it
looked like she was hitting into
an open net."
Van De Walle also attributes
the loss to a lack of focus and enthusiasm by her squad.
"We didn't play to win, and
they were playing like the game
was the MAC Championship.
They outplayed us at the net and
they played with a lot of intensity
and emotion. We were playing
catch-up volleyball the entire
match. Even though we didn't
play that well, we still took them
to five sets. It bothers me that we
can't play two consecutive
matches like the Western
match," she said.
Mudrak paced the Brown and
Orange with 24 kills and eight
blocks while Costein added 22 of
her own. Amos dished out a
match-high 67 assists. Defensively, Costein guided the way
with 21 digs and senior Angellette Love contributed 18. Ball
State's April Hoeltke made 16
blocks in the match, tying a MAC
record.

College football. You gotta
love it!
If college football isn't controversial enough without a
playoff system, the college
football enthusiast has such
things as the Heisman Trophy
and national championship
races to argue with his friends
about.
Heisman Watch
And this year is no exception
with such names as Gino Torretta, Marshall Faulk and Garrison Hearst all putting up pretty incredible numbers.
If you want to give someone
the Hesiman for being a winner, Torretta should win hands
down. He's only lost one game
in three seasons and that was
his freshman year against Florida State at Tallahassee.
Hearst does it against the
best competition while plying
his brand of rushing trade
against the toughest conference in the nation. Five Southeastern Conference teams are
ranked in the Top 25.
But if you want to vote for
the man endorsed by ESPN,
then Faulk is your guy. He's
been fed an easy diet of weak
West Coast competition, but he
has faltered as of late against
the terrorizing defenses of
Colorado State and Wyoming.
He Can Talk the Talk Because He Can Walk the Walk
Two weeks after Ohio State

running back Robert Smith
claims he's the best back in the
nation, Smith rips both Iowa
and Minnesota for two touchdowns apiece while averaging
over 6.5 yards per carry in
both games.

conference champions. No
matter what anyone thinks of
the Mid-American Conference,
it is still difficult to repeat in
any conference when everyone
has your number.

Nipped In the Tail
The Washington Huskies
were no match for Arizona's
Desert Swarm defense as they
were manhandled 16-3 by the
Wildcats. All you Huskie fans
can take your $50,000 quarterback Billy Joe Hobert, your 33%
graduation rate (and Miami,
who graduates players at 50%,
is considered the CONVICTS)
and go home.
At least you'll have a Big Ten
team to play In the Rose Bowl,
so all is not lost.
Is the Tide Coming In?
Not really! Alabama is No. 2
in all the major polls and if
they can win out the rest of
their games, which include
Mississippi State, a traditional
rivalry against Auburn and an
SEC Chamiponship Game
against Florida, it would set up
a true national championship
game between Gene Stallings'
squad and the University of
Miami in the USF&G Sugar
Bowl.
That's a long road to hoe just
to get your can kicked. When
Dennis Erickson was a rookie
coach in '89, his team led by
quarterback Craig Erickson

Erik Pupillo

Whatever anyone wants to
say about Smith, he's loaded
with talent in respect to break
away speed, vision and toughness. John Cooper, OSU's head
coach, has saved Smith's sore
ribs and ankle from abuse all
season by using him sparingly.
Could Cooper be saving
Smith for a coming out party
on Nov. 21st against the big,
bad boys from Ann Arbor?
Who's the MAC?
With BG's 28-22 victory over
the Kent State Golden Flashes
Saturday, the Falcons become
the first team since Central
Michigan in '79-80 to repeat as

clobbered 'Bama in the Sugar
Bowl to win the national title.
Three years later, it'll be
deja vu all over again b different names, same results.
Get On Your Knees and Pray
The big hype in the media
this past week was the game
between Notre Dame and Boston College ~ the only two
NCAA Div. I-A Catholic football teams. Notre Dame kicked
the shamrocks out of the real
Massachusetts' Irish Boys
from South Bend to the Blarney Stone, 54-7.
Even divine intervention
could not have saved the Eagles. With their resounding
victory over the Mormans
from Brigham Young earlier
this year and the shellacking
they gave BC this weekend,
Southern Methodist University
and Texas Christian better run
to take cover from "the big fellas [and I don't mean Lou
Holtz] chosen team."
Well, love or leave it, college
football contains all, if not
more, excitement than the
National Football League.
But before I go, I want to
leave you with a couple of predictions: Miami will win the
national championship, Gino
Torretta will win the Heisman
Trophy and I'll be there with
the Falcons in Las Vegas cashing in my chips.

FRIENDS DON'T LET FRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK

Tide high on No. 1 ranking
The Associated
TUSCALOOSA, Ala - Alabama coach Gene Stallings
knows his second-ranked team
is eyeing a national championship, and he doesn't mind a bit.
"I would hope they are thinking about it," Stallings said
Monday. "What's wrong with
thinking about it?"
The Crimson Tide, 9-0 this
season and winners of 19 in a
row, moved up to No. 2 after
Arizona beat top-ranked Washington on Saturday. Defending
national champion Miami is
No. 1.
With the Huskies out of the
picture, Alabama now has a
clear but imposing path to Its
first national title since 1979:

BOWLING GREEN OPERA
THEATER PRESEryrs
WOLFGANG AMADEUS
MOZART'S
THE MARRIAGE OF
FIGARO

win its final four games, including the Southeastern Conference championship game
and the Sugar Bowl.
"We talk all the time about
dreaming and dreaming big
and having aspirations," Stallings said. "Now, all of a sudden, you want me to tell them
not to? Let's dont be silly.
When you're 9-0, you've got to
give it a little thought. You just
can't dwell on it."
To make sure his players
don't focus too much on the
ranking, Stallings said he
would discuss it with them during a team meeting.
"Somewhere along the line

£
|

NOVFX«R 13 & 14AT8PM
KOBACKER I IALL
MOORE CENTER BGSU
TICKETS! $10, $8, $6
($2 STUDENT/
SR. CITIZEN DISCOUNT)
FOR MORE INFORMATION,
CALL 419/372-8171
SPONSORED BY THE
COLLEGE OF MUSICAL ARTS

The Tide closes out the
season against archrival Auburn, then figures to play Florida in the SEC title match. A
victory in that game would
send Alabama to the Sugar
Bowl.
Alabama was in a similar position three years ago. Un-

HOME FALCON
HOCKEY FRIDAY!

BOWUBSK

IRBJ

defeated and ranked No. 2
heading into the season finale
against Auburn, the Tide lost
thatsgkme 30-20 and fell to
eventual national champion
Miami in the Sugar Bowl,
schedule today, and it's no
different than it has been."
Does Stallings think his team
is second-best in the country?
"I have no idea," he replied.
"I don't study the other teams
for that purpose. When I watch
them on television, I just watch
to enjoy the game."
He must have some feel for
it. In this week's coaches' poll,
he voted the Crimson Tide No.
2 behind Miami.

RESERVE

OFFICERS'

TRAINING

CORPS

KENT, 7 Plfc

Assure yourself admission! Stop by Memorial
Hall Ticket Office today and pickup your ticket.
STUDENT I.D. REQUIRED
The Arcade
401 Euclid Ave.
Suite 245

PERFORMANCE IN ENGLISH

you have to forget things," he
said. "I like to address it, talk
about it, recognize it and then
go on to what we've got to handleAlabama is confronted with
the most difficult part of its
schedule beginning Saturday
at No. 16 Mississippi State,
where a victory would clinch
the SEC Western Division tide.

Mon. - Fri.
9:30-7:00
Sat. until 6:00

Claire 'Nard
Black College Sweats
.Caps, T-shirts, Sorority and Fraternity Shirts)

GET MONEY FROM YOUR UNCLE INSTEAD.
Morehouse
Hampton
Spelman
Central State
Wilberforce

Tuskegee
Grambling
Xavier
Fisk
Howard

1-216-344-9966

Your Uncle Sam. Every year Army
ROTC awards scholarships to hundreds of
talented students. If you qualify,
these merit-based scholarships can
help you pay tuition and educational

fees. They even pay a flat rate for textbooks and supplies You can also receive
^^ an allowance of up to S1000 each
' school year the scholarship is in
effect Find out today if you qualify

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE Y00 CAN TAKE.

After a brisk morning jog, enjoy reading the BG NEWS

For more Information Contact Captain
Scot Ferguson at: 372-2476

Classified

page eight.
CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS

INTERNATIONAL FESTIVAL "92
WILL BE HELD ON NOV MAT 7PM
FOR WFO OR TICKETS CALL
372*2249 OR STOP BY THE
INTE RNATIONAL LOUNGE (11TH FLOOR
OFFENHAUER WEST) BETWEEN
9AM -5PM

' ENVIRONMENTAL ACTION GROUP ■
Regular meeting tonight, Spin.
300 University Hall
E veryone Welcome'
** COLLEGE DEMOCRATS »
Thanks to even/one who voted tor Chnton/Gore and the Democratic ticket. We dominated the vote on campus...but we're not
Oonc yet

TYPING SERVICES
Reasonable Rates witti Accuracy
Call 352-3987 Irom 8am ■ 9pm

We invite you to know Jesus Chnstl
Join us in praise, singing, prayer,
teaching, fellowship and
Meet new friends'M
ACTIVE CHRISTIANS TOOAY
Meets 7 00 pm TONIGHT'
Alumni Room, 3rd Floor Student Union
For more info call 352-6486

BGCTM
On Tues . Nov. 10. 9:00pm. 133 LSC. BGCTM
is proud to have Deborah Ostas and Giles
Wideman from Scott U.S. in Toledo. They will
be discussing the SHAPE project This is information you won't want to miss1
BGSU Ski Club Meeting
Mandatory Meeting:
Tuesday, Nov 10.9:00 pm, 11OBA
T-sfiirts are in. They are $15.
Money for tnp is due NOW'
Beginning thru Advanced
Skiers and Snowboarders welcome.
New lower trip prices.
Get some snow in your life.
Jom the BGSU Ski Club!!

Wlufi Next?
Kemp' Dote * Ouayte
Come to College Republicans
TONIGHT
9:00. Boom 112 BA
We're SDII fighting tor what's RIGHT'
SoBeTherei
LEARN HOW TO ICE SKATEI
BGSU SKATING ClUB
EVERY TUESDAY 9 15-10 15PM
To All ol the WBGUFM'S Stall
There wH be a stall meeting
Tuesday. November 10.1992 ai 9 00 p n
in South Hell. Be therel

"TOXIC TUESDAY"
Rally against British Petroleum (BP), Ohio's
Biggest Polluter Organized by BGSU Student
Environmental Action Coalition (SEAC).
Tues , Nov. 10.3 pm. Union Oval
Everyone Welcome'

& Gomes

COMfc BE A PART OF
STUDENTS FOR LIFE
MEETINGS WEDNESDAY AT 8:30
2ND FLOOR OF UNION
ALL WELCOME III

LAW SOCIETY
Meeting Tues., Nov. lOth-BA 114 8pm
GUM) speaker-Or. Nicholson
Reminder-bring dues!
353-2334

AS ID
Meeting Tues., Nov. 10 McFail Assembly Rm.
Guest Speaker will be Bruce Snilman ol Majestic Pamt. Don't forget membership forms are
due'

Free Pool

Pregnant? We can help
Free pregnancy tests A supportive services.
Cell 354-4873. BO Pregnancy Center.

Japanese Club
Interested m becoming an exchange student in
Japan or interested in Japanese culture? If so.
come to tonight's meeting m the new Japanese
Club room on the iith floor of Offenhauer
West at 8 30 to hear about the experiences of
two BGSU students who studied at Nanzan
University m Japan ?'s Call Chris at 372-5865.

•SKI TEAM"
Get your dues m by Friday the 13th meeting @
242 ManwHe Thurs 12Th 9:00. Call John
@3S4-ISKI.

TU€SDnVS

Criminal Justice Organization
Speaker- A County Drug Enforcer
This Tuesday. 112BA, 7:30p.m.

If you are interested in scheduling a panel from
the Lesbian And Gay Alllanceto speak to
your group, call 352-5242 (LAGA) between
7-10 p.m. Mondays. Wednesdays, or Fridays.
Please call at least two week* in advance and
leave the name and number of a contact person.

'COLLEGE DEMOCRATS*
You think we're done?
Think againi
Meeting tonight. 9 pm, 116 BA
Thefundoesn; SlOpatsH t .ect*)'1 Day1

Golden Key New Members
Induction I
Sun. Nov. 15 • 3:00pm
L en hart Grand Ballroom

Tuesday, November 10, 1992

The BG News

LOST*FOUND

PERSONALS
"Spring Breakl" Bahamas Cruise (.10
Meals) (2701 Panama City WUh Kitchen $1191
Cancun (4291 Jamaica S479I Daytona (Kitchens) S149I KeyWest $2491 Prices Increase
12/11/921
1- 800 -678-6386
Saturday Night Live Week
Buy any video at regular price and receive any
Saturday Night Live video tree. Eipires
11/13192.
LATE NIGHT VIDEO DELIVERS
140E Wooaler 354-5283.
Take Care of Youreell Learn ways to lower
your lat intake and blood cholesterol level tool
You're invited to a tree cholesterol education
class. Learn how to read food labels and more.
Wednesday. Nov. 11 at 6 p m in the Student
Health Center. Call 372 8302 lor more into.
The Best 9peclal In Town
Sun., Mon., Tues., Wed.
All Night el BRATHAUS
Pitchers 4 beer bottles ol the week
Karrakazl, Oualude, Melon Bell 150
It and over No cover. 352-8707.
Hylee'Pizza by the sties
This Week's Bottle "BUD LIGHT"
THE BLOCOMOBILE IS COMING!
THE BLOOOMOBILE IS COMINQI
NOV. 18-20 AT THE NORTHEAST COMMONS
10:30 s.tn.-4:30 p.m.
MAKE A PRIORITY APPOINTMENT
BY CALLING 352-4575.
SAVE BIG ON SPRING BREAK '93
JAMAICA, CANCUN i FLORIDA FR0M»119
BOOK EARLY & SAVE Ml ORGANIZE
GROUP TRAVEL FREE I SUN SPLASH
TOURS 1 800-426-7710.
Sprl ng ssmeetsr lessee available.
One bedroom and elfioency apartments
Call Mecca Management at 353 5800

Lost: Black rimmed glasses in a gray carrying
case. Reward Call 353 9607

SERVICES OFFERED
Fast • Free and Friendly Tutoring
nghl here m Bowling Green
Alpha Lambda Delta has tutors available in
German, Music History. Calculus. Chemistty
and even IPCO Take advantage of (his unparalleled offer to improve your G.P.A. - Call Fact
Line for details, 372-2445

CINEMARK THEATRES

CINEMA

Would you like to make up to WOO ■ week In
your own home? Send $1.00 t SASE to R.
Molllaon. P.O. Boi 201, Bowling Green, OH
43402

T.S.O.
Boy, your feet must be tired, cause you've
been running through my mind all day.
Love, Me

True spiral perms ' $50.00
Campus Headquarters Salon
425 E. Wooster' 3542244
The Order ol Omege Natlonei Greek
Honor Soclsty Is proud to ones
again host It's Annual Omega Forum
DATE: Thursday, November 12,1992
TIME: 8:00 pm
LOCATION:
Community Suite, 3rd Floor Union
TOPIC:
The Decline of Pledging In America.

21 •"Jane-" 21
OK,Like...we go... Happy
urn... Birthday. Crazy Janei
We love you' - Heidi, Pam 8 Nancy
ADAM DILL
Shnookums,
You ars a grsst cosch and an even greater
guyl Thenks tor all the time and effort you
put Into making uo a killer team. We're just
sad H'a ever...
AhWaaahl
The BGSU Women's Soccer Tsam
Alvarez Acoustic guitar. EC. $240. Brother
Correcson Typewnter. EC. $124. Two leather
jackets, hardly worn, t Wk . 1 dk. bm, make
oiler. '82 Yamaha Msxim. disassembled for
painting, extras, make oiler. Call Tom
354 7159.
ASKMF
ABOUT ETHNIC HERITAGE
FEAR NO PEOPLE

All Shows $3.00
after 6 p.m. with
Student ID

Would you like to spend your Spring Break m
New York City to learn about poverty and racism first hand, and also earn 3 hours credit m
Etinic Studies. For information call Bill
Thompson at UCF Cemer. 352-7534.
The cost is only $170.00 for food, lodging and
transportation.

Monday Wiru Friday: shows
start at approximately 4 p.m.

BGSU WOMEN'S
SOCCER TEAM
Thanks for making our last year the best one
yell You are all awesome'
"Thanks Y'all,"
MottsandBurv
D G 4 DENAE MCGORMLEY ■ D G
Tigger personally wanted me k) wish you a
Happy Birthday I Hope it Is special'
Love, Your GrandDig
DISCOVER EUROPE
SUMMER STUDY PROGRAM IN FRANCE
Earn 6a hr grad or undergrad
Classes in English
SCHOLARSHIP MONEY AVAILABLE
Information Meeting French House
Tuesday, Nov. 10:6:30 p.m.
More info: Dr Chittle 372 8180/372 2648
DISCOVER EUROPE
SUMME R STUDY PROGRAM IN FRANCE
Earn 6 cr hr. grad or undergrad
Classes in English
SCHOLARSHIP MONEY AVAILABLE
Information meeting: French House
Tuesday, Nov. 10,8:30 p.m.
More into Dr Chittle 372-8160/372-2846
00 you or someone you know need an apartment tor Spring Semester? Rent $150/month,
own bedroom, dose to campus, quiet living,
Iree cable Call Steph 352-7281
Get involved in Intramurals" Applications are
being accepted for the Intramural Advisory
Board lor Spring 1992 unol November 13 in me
Intramural Office. Pick up application m 108
Rec Center.
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE Men's angles
Racquetball - Nov. 10, Men's Wrestling - Nov.
11: Men's 8 Women's 3 Player Basketball .
m Nov 19 ALL ENTRIES DUE BY 400 PM
ON DUE DATE IN 108 RECCENTER.
Matty.
1 just wanted everyone to know that you are the
bestl I LOVE YOU. with al my heartl Happy 2
year Anniversary, Babel
Lots ol Love and Kisses,
Leigh

WANTED
1 female roommate needed lor Spring semester or sooner. Call 353-1730 for details.
Dec. Commencement Tickets
Wiling to pay1
Call Bill at 352-5147

Mature female roommate.
$165/mo. plusuM. Own room.
Call 352-2197

Saturday 4 Sunday: Full Schedule

Toledo
Medical
Services, Inc.'
Reproductive Health Care
for Women

at/ MO***™ '«,
T&

Abortion to 17 Weeks
24 HR. PHONE SERVICE

Free Pregnancy Tests
Special Student Rates
All Services Strictly Confidential

5164 Monroe St.,
Toledo, Ohio
1-800-367-2036
885-5700

"WINATRIP
FOR TWO TO
PALM SPRINGS
AND JOIN ME
AT THE
MATRIX ESSENTIALS
EVERT CUP."
<vJLUu-4

k-cK-SrT

Visit our salon for your Winning Style and you could win seven funfilled days al the luxurious Hyatt Grand Champions Resort—site of
the Matrix Essentials Evert Cup Tennis
Tournament. Plus, with your Winning
Style or full-size Matrix Essentials
purchase, receive a FREE gift.

y matrix
ESSENTIALS
The professional s choice for beauty

n, A eST

7AWVt

Annette

Hair Studio

Female Subieaser needed tor Spring '93.
Close to campus Free cable! $i6S/mo •>
gas/ Please cell Mandl at 354-312SII
Need one female subieaser tor Spring semester Close to campus. $i30 00/mo Call Jennifer at 353 5826
Need sublessors from Jan. to May. Large 2
bdrm apt. Nee area. $400. heat included. For
more info, call 352-0950.
Non-smoking female subieaser needed tor
Spnng. Fum. apt across from campus. Call
Amy al 352 8365
_^^
Nonsmoking female Spring subieaser.
Own roomi Niosl Only $lSS/mo. ♦ ubl.

Call 352-1460.
Must have roommate for Spnng semester.
Very dose to campus.
Please call ASAP, 353-8709

m

1234 N. Main SI.

Desperately need sublease* lor Spring -90. Elfioency on E. Pos Rd Rent only $l90/mo
UDI. included. Please call ASAP, 353-1442.

m

j£M University Inion
Tuesday Specials

One female subieaser tor Spnng semester.
Very cheap and dose to campus'
Please call 352-4536, leave message.

One male subieaser wanted to share apartment dose to campus. Spnng Semester. Call
353-2334.
One person apartment.
Sublease Spnng semester.
Nancy, 353-4815. leave message.
Subieaser needed until May 22.
Summit Terrace - OWN ROOM
Call Carol 352-6830 - Leave message

HELP WANTED
$200-1500 WEEKLY
Assemble products at home. Easy! No selling.
You're paid direct. Fully Guaranteed. FREE In
formation-24 Hour Hotline. 801 -379-2900. Copynghts OH171KDH.
19931 NEW YEAH! NEW OPPORTUNITY!
A national company plans to provide 200 year
around part time openings in the Bowling
Green area beginning earty next year. Employees writ have a choice of two 24-hour per
week shifts. Work 12-4 pm. or 5-9 p.m. Monday through Friday, and 9-1 p.m. to 2-6 pm on
Saturday Also available will be some full-time
openings with opportunities tor advancement
to supervisory positions. Starting hourly rate
will be $5 per hour. No experience Pad training. Call households and businesses from our
new fadlity to verify basic household information. No selling Great opportunity tor students,
spouses and others to earn extra money. Apply
by sending your name, address, telephone
number and your shift preference to: PJ Ivey.
2512 Rogers Blvd.. Manhattan, KS 66502 We
are an equal opportunity employer and we do
not discriminate on the basis of age, sex. race,
national origin, or physical handicap.
ACTIVITIES DIRECTORS NEEDED
NOW INTERVIEWING (or the Summer of
19931
Need a summer job? Don't wait til the last
minute I
Our campgroud, Yogi Bear's Jellystone Camp
Resort, is looking for 2 creative, outgoing persons to coordinate ft direct activities for a family cam ping resort.
Location: Aurora, Oho. 5 miles from Sea World
of Ohio and Geauga Lake Park.
Experience preferred but not a must.
Male or female.
Living faculties provded.
If interested, send resume to
Jellystone Camp Resort
3392S.R.82
Mantua, OH 44255

ALASKA SUMMER JOBS
Students needed) Earn $600.
per week in canneries or
$4000* per month on fishing boats.
No experience necessary'
Get a heed start on summer >
For program call:
(206) 5454155 Ext A5544

HOLIDAY HELP
$8.25 TO START
Company expanding. Ft - pt. positions avail.
Flexible schedule. Only nice people may apply.
Calltcday 321-5365
NANNIES NEEDED.
Live-in child care positions available now on
the East Coast Earn $175 - 250Vweek plus
benefits A free room/board.
Call The Perfect Nanny i 800 882 2698
Now Hiring Spring Break Rape!!)
Greeks, Organizations, Individuals
Earn Cash, Free Trips A Experience
Call Joe
Endless Summer
1-800-234-7007
Now taking applications tor lunch help and
closing hours. Apply at either Perrysburg Subways. Rt. 25 and Rt. 20.
Pt. time bartender. 5 30 11:30.
Apply at La Roe's Restaurant.
Grand Rapds.
SPRINGBREAKERS
Promote our Florida Spnng Break
packages Earn MONEY and FREE trips.
Call Campus Marketing 800-423-5264
Van driver pt position to provide transportation to and from social service agency. Must be
between age of 2i to 65. have valid drivers license, and excellent dnvtng record. Send re
sums to: P.O. Boil 738. Bowling Green, EOE
WANT TO TRAVEL FREE. EARN CASH
AND RESUME EXPERIENCE?
Students ft Organizations call
College Tours to jom our team!
We have 25 years experience,
great pnees, hotels ft destinations
Calll (800) 959-4SUN

FOR SALE
1987YUGO
31K looks and runs great
$950 or best offer
Cell Mark at 354 3125
1990 Nissan 240 SX, Red. 5-speed, air,
cruise, sports package. Excellent Condition. 80,000 miles. $5900 (535-1394)
1991 Black 19 TREK Mtn Bike w'21 speeds
$350 00 or best • Call RK* anytime, 353-7213 A great X-mas gift'
808 Sharp Laptop, a backlit screen, 3.3 Dos.
$350. Call 354 2704
ASSAULT DETERRENT
Defend yourself aganst attack!
ASSAULT DETERRENT will render your attacker helpless upon contact.
For more info. Call Bill 353-8803
Bauer Hockey Skates only used once Size 8 D.
$50 Black Leather jacket. Size 40, 1 year old.
$100. Call Nick after 6. 353-0318 or leave
massage,
CHEAP! FBI/U.9.SEIZE0
89 MERCEDES
$200

86 VW

Large dorm refndgerator. $60. Free weights
and bench. $40. Both in excellent condition.
Call 354-8272
Moving soon? Items for safe.
Magnavox 2 head VCR w/remote. 1 yr. old.
$100. Twin bed, complete w/headboard, $50.
Expandable bed frame, cordless phone and
weight bench w/weights and also twin headboards Leather jump boots. Call Dave,
3525801.
Practically new Air Brush Kit ft Compressor.
Also have Draft Table tor sale.
Prices neg. Call 354-6854 (eve.)
Round trip airline ticket Toledo to Newark,
New Jersey Nov. 21 to 28 $190 or best offer.

Call 352-9156.
American Dream Kosmetlct, Inc.
An Ohio baaed nationwide coemetlce company is expanding In all areas. Aloe baaed
shin care and glamour products. Sales
counselors 4 directors needed. No Inventory to Stock. 1-80O-USA-8759. 8-5, M-F. GOQO-GOf
Do miscellaneous tasks. Mult be able to work
2nd semester also. Ca» 353-0325.
Earn $i .000 per week at home stuffing envelopes1 For Information, please send long sell
addressed stamped envelope to CJ Enterprises. Box 67068C, Cuyahoga Fads. OH
44222.
EARN $1,500 WEEKLY mailing our clrcularsL.Begin NOW!... FREE packet) SEYS,
Dept. 235, Boi 4000, Cordova, TN
38018.4000.
GOOD MONEY
Need someone to do various yardwork (rake
leaves, trim shrubs, pull weeds, etc.). You
make your own hours. Call 352-1846.

YAMAHA Acoustic Guitar w/case.
Less then 1 yr old. Excellent cond.
$250, OBO. Call Jenny. 353-7101.

FOR RENT
Help) 2 subleasers needed to rent for Spnng 93
semester. 1 bedroom, furnished, 1 block from
campus. Desperate 1353-7803.
Listings Available now. Carry
3S3-032S '93-94 school year.

Rentals

Starting 1/8 - sublease until May. Close to
can-pi.s $335 . utility ? bedroom 3S2 2979
Sublease 1 bedroom apt available in December, Furnished. A/C. cheap utilities. Call
352-1900 or Gary Thompson at 354-3996
Subieaser needed - Spring semester. Studio
apartment, close to campus. $175 00 plus utilities. Call 353 0271

BGSU BAND-O-RAMA
Wind Ensemble, Concert & Falcon Marching Bands
...Friday 11/20/92 8 PM in Kobacker Hall

flouil-n-Greeneru
All You Can Eat

All seats general admission - $5.00

Mark S. Kelly & L. Richmond Sparks conducting.

DON'T MISS IT!!!
11:30-1:30...$3.99

4:00-7:00...$4.75

The Pheasant Room
7 Oz. Ribeye steak Dinner
* w/potato & side dish.
Hours: Lunch 11:30 -1:30 M-F An|w 0fi QC
Dinner 4:30-7:00 M-R WniY *O.SO

MARK'S
"Home of The Six Day Party"
Tuesday Night is

COUNTRY NIGHT

Dewar

$2.00 off a haircut
141 W. Wooster 354-8533

$50

87 MERCEDES
$100
65 MUSTANG
$65
Choose from thousands starting $25.
FREE lnformaaon-24 Hour Hotline.
801 -379-2929. Copyright # OH 17KJC

OuoAtum ft cord accepted 4-7 enly for en campus students

Quantum *0 cord accepted oil day for off campus students

Remember: Wednesday
Night Karoke Night

